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Introduction

In this paper, we propose a series of correlation-based feature selection methods
for dealing with high dimensionality in feature-rich environments for modelbased Reinforcement Learning (RL). Real world RL tasks usually involve highdimensional feature spaces where standard RL methods often perform badly.
Our proposed approach adopts correlation among state features as a selection
criterion. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed methods are compared against previous methods referred as 10PreviousFS [2] using the data from an intelligent logic
tutor called Deep Thought (DT) [1]. We evaluated the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent
feature selection methods by expected cumulative reward (ECR) [3], considering
two types of reward: immediate and delayed. Our results show that our proposed
methods signiﬁcantly outperform previous feature selection methods with both
types of rewards. Moreover, the “best” policy induced using immediate reward
diﬀers signiﬁcantly from that induced from delayed reward.
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Methodology, Experiments, and Results

Methodology: The proposed feature selection framework forwardly select the
feature based on the correlation between the feature and current selected feature
set. Particularly we applied three common used correlation metrics Chi-square
(CHI), Information gain (IG) and Symmetrical uncertainty (SU) for measuring
the correlation among features. When considering the three correlation metrics, we face a simple decision: should we select the next feature that is the
most correlated or uncorrelated to the current selected features? However,
for model-based RL, the answer is not straightforward. We used both high and
low correlation on three correlation metrics thus resulted in six methods: CHIhigh, IG-high, SU-high, CHI-low, IG-low, and SU-low. We will compare these
six methods with 10PreviousFS in [2].
Experiments: We applied RL [3] to induce policy given the action set, rewards
and state features. Here we focus on one simply tutorial decision: once a tutor
determines the problem to be completed, should the tutor show the student how
to solve the next problem directly–worked example (WE), or should it ask the
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Fig. 1. Feature selection methods for immediate reward.

student to solve the problem–problem solving (PS)? In addition, we designed
two types of rewards: Immediate vs. Delayed. The former reﬂects students’ performance level by level while The latter determines the students’ performance
across all levels. Besides, 134 state features were extracted representing a cumulative statistical measure of students’ behavior and context information.
Result: Among the three correlation-based methods, our results showed that
SU-based methods outperforms CHI and IG based ones. Moreover, Fig. 1a, b
show that (1) SU-based > ensemble > the best of 10PreviousFS > random;
and (2) the ECR of Immediate policies much higher than that of Delayed policies. This is most likely because of the issue of credit assignment. The more we
delay success measures from a series of sequential decisions, the more diﬃcult it
becomes to identify which of the decision(s) in the sequence are responsible for
our ﬁnal success or failure.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed six correlation-based feature selection methods for
model-based RL and showed that they are more eﬀective than the ensemble
method and 10PreviousFS. In future work, we are applying correlation-based
feature selection methods on other data sets. Currently we are implementing
the optimal Immediate and Delayed policies into DT to experimentally evaluate
their performance.
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